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A similar formula can be used to calculate SNR of complete NVD
where SNR NVD is signal to noise ratio of complete NVD, and SNR IIT is signal to noise ratio of the tube. Both formulas show importance of F−number of optical objective for photometric parameters of NVD. By using such ultra bright objectives both BG and effective SNR complete of NVD can be improved several times. If typical F = 1.2 objec− tive is replaced for brighter F = 0.9 objective then both parameters can be improved 1.6 times. If ultra bright F = 0.65 objec− tive is used then improvement equal to 2.5 times can be achieved.
Should be:
A more complicated formula can be used to calculate SNR of a complete NVD 
where SNR NVD is signal to noise ratio of complete NVD, SNR IIT is signal to noise ratio of the tube, I NVD is illuminance level at photocathode of IIT when its SNR is measured, I IIT is illuminance level at input scene when SNR of NVD is measured. Both formulas show importance of influence of optical objective on photometric parameters of NVD. By using ultra bright objectives of low F−number and high transmittance both BG and effective SNR of complete of NVD can be signifi− cantly improved. If typical F = 1.2 objective is replaced for a brighter F = 0.9 objective then BG can be theoretically improved 1.59 times and SNR -1.26 times. If an ultra bright F = 0.65 objective is used then improvements equal to 2.51 times for BG and 1.58 times for SNR can be achieved. 
